Aiming at a search for po"ible color-excitation, inclusive neutrino reactions are analysed with a weak interaction model incorporating a color-changing current in addition to the standanl Gil'v1 current. Varimb cross section ratios and average y value, etc., for both single-and eli-muon proce:;ses are evaluated and compared with available experimental data. The high-.Y anomaly in anti-neutrino reactions observed by the HPvVF collaboration favors a right-handed color-changing current, the color threshold being at ~4 Ge V. In contrast, the latest data reported by the CDHS collaboration, though in good agreement with the GIM predictions. clo not rule out a left-handed color-changing current.
k '=(k',E') f [(f.i+) q=k-k', v=-p·q ilYI=E-E' and W'=-Px'=-(p+q) '. 215 neutrino experiments (see § 4 and Appendix B) haYe already provided some inchcation which requires something new beyond the standard GIM current. 10 > In the present paper, we would like to study inclusive neutrino reactions in a weak interaction model incorporating both charm and color-excitation. Our approach will be mostly phenomenological, and main interest is in looking for possible color signals.
We shall therefore intentionally neglect the idea of "new flavor (s) beyond charm'', which has been developed by many people. 11 > In the previous letter,'> we have studied, in the framework of the SU ( 3) flavor X SU (3) color scheme of Han and Nambu," productions and subsequent decays of colored hadrons in charged-current neutrino reactions. It was demonstrated that our interaction scheme proposed before•> led us to exactly the same effective selection rules with respect to JQ and JS (Q stands for charge and S for strangeness) as those in the standard charm scheme, 10 > and a possibility was suggested that colorexcitation might ha 1·e something to do with such new phenomena as JQ = -JS, di-muon and (/te) events. What we are going to do here is to study contributions of the proposed color-changing weak currents to single-and eli-muon*> neutrinoproduction processes and to compare predictions with available experimental data.
In § 2, we reformulate our weak interaction scheme with the fourth quark flavor (i.e., charm) taken into account. In § 3, we apply the quark-parton prescription to write down structure functions describing inclusive neutrino reactions in terms of momentum distribution functions of partons. Cross section ratios, etc., are then evaluated and compared with available data in § 4. The final :;ection is devoted to summary and discussion. Appendix A gives a brief account of the three-quartet model and Appendix B gives summary of relevant experimental data. § 2. The model Our first task is to extend our weak interaction scheme•>. n so as to be in accord with the GIM current for the color-singlet part. Instead of three triplets. we now deal with three quartets, which will be denoted by tka (a= 1, 2, 3, 4; k=l, 2, 3) . They allow one to define an SU (4) In terms of qk (q=u, d, s, c; k=1, 2, 3) , our weak interaction Hamiltonian 4 l,n is modified as
where G is the Fermi constant and 0 is the Cabibbo angle (sin'0=0.05). It is to be noted that the flavor-changing part of the hadronic current is a color-singlet, while the color-changing part is a flavor-singlet, and that the vector part is a current conserved in the limit of the SU ( 4) flavor X SU (3) color symmetry. In this sense, our hadronic current is a minimally-extended Cabibbo-GIM current. The color-octet part (5) contains four parameters, c_, c +> 0' and 0", to be determined experimentally. The universality principle 12 l would fix c_ and c+ to be either ± 1 or 0, **l and, in numerical evaluation to be done in § 4, we shall consider the following three cases: (c _, c +) = (1, 0) , (1, 1) and (0, 1) .
With respect to charm and color, our hadronic current consists of three pieces: charm-and color-preserving one (J" 0 ), charm-changing one (J/) and color-changing one (J/). In neutrino scattering off a nucleon, the latter two will lead to singleproductions of particles with charm and with color, respectively, when respective thresholds (denoted in the following by W 1 and ~V,) are reached. These "super hadrons", when decay semi-leptonically, will give rise to di-muon or (,11e) events. Mean muonic branching ratio of these two kinds of super hadrons will be denoted by B 1 and B,, respectively. We are interested in getting, phenomenologically, some hints on values of W, and B,. In the scaling region, the differential cross section for inclusive neutrino reaction, v P (P P) + N-'> 11-(!1+) +X (X= anything),*' is given by
where x and y (O<x, y<1) are the usual scaling variables,**' E is the incident neutrino energy and M is the nucleon mass.
Application of the standard quark-parton prescription gives, for a proton target,
and similar expressions for f.. ' (x) , f/ (x) and J/ (x). In writing down Eq. (8),
we have used the property that the momentum distribution
which follow from the color-singlet nature of the target nucleon. Owing to this property, the structure functions become independent of 6' and 6". Note that the 6-functions in (8) specify the production thresholds of super hadrons mentioned in the preceding section.
For di-muon processes,
, structure functions are given, again for a proton target, by
etc., B, and B 2 being the mean muonic branching ratios of super hadrons (see § 2) .
In what follows, we restrict ourselves to scattering off an isoscalar target and use the standard valence-sea separation with an SU (3) flavor symmetric sea,
*' This reaction will be referred to as a single·muon process, although X may contain an additional muon.
**' x=q'/2Mv and y=v/E, q and v being the four·momentum transfer and the energy transfer in lab. frame, respectively (see Fig. 1 ). Note that W' . 
. 1s not yet reached in these experiments, or both.
The cross section ratios (!Jn-1;;;n<w,/!Jn<wJ /'' and (!Jw,;;;n/!Iw<w) /'' are also quantities of interest. the latter being very sensitive to the magnitude of the parameters c_ and c_. The predictions given in Table II though it is claimed 20 l that, with the detection efficiency for the second muon taken into account, the data are in good agreement with a charm production model,"') one cannot rule out a possibility that the observed increase has something to do with a new di-muon channel beyond charm. We may say that the present data for ( !J flj !J fl)"·' are consistent either with charm production alone or with both charm and color-excitation with a suitable choice for B1 and B2 (e.g. B,=O.l and B 2 =0.025). ***) 
We show in Table IV predictions Before concluding this section, we add a few words about the average x value, <x)~,'""' which is also quantity of experimental interest. It depends not only on e, but also on <x)v and <x) •. ****l The experimental data 13 l,zol are consistent, again, either with charm production alone with such choice as <x )v=2<x ).=0.3, or with both charm and color-excitation with such choice as <x)v=3<x),=0.27. *l The HPWF data "J for both fJ J IE and CJ? IE at E<:-70 Ge V show certain amount of increase in comparison with those at E;S30 GeV, while the preliminary value of the CIFR collaboration,''l <ffJIE)=(0.60±0.06)X10-"cm21G eV at 45<E<200GeV, is smaller than the GGMvalue,"l <ffJIE) = (0.74±0.02) xlO-" cm'IGeV at E;SlO GeV. **l The CIFR collaboration 17 l also observed a similar behavior. ***l We believe that a value of ~0.025 or even lower for B, is not unacceptable. Note that theoretical estimates of value of B, range from ~0.04 to ~0.2."l ****l <x),,,=: 
. Summary and discussion
We have developed a phenomenological weak interaction model which incorporates both charm and color-excitation. The most important property of our colorchanging current is that it is flavor-preserving with a room for a right- which the GIM scheme fails to reproduce, can be accounted for by our right-handed color-changing current, the color threshold being at W rv4 Ge V.
(ii) The CDHS data 16 ' are consistent either with the GIM current alone, or with the GIM current plus our left-handed color-changing current with a rather low color threshold.
The di-muon data are generally in good agreement with the GIM predictions, i.e., charm production alone. In particular, the results of the CDHS collaboration 20 ' for (y)~; would imply a rather small value for B 2 • The statistical level of the data is, however, not so good as to be able to draw a unique conclusion. If one associates the apparent rise of (!Jpp/!JP.)"'' with opening of a new di-muon channel, the color threshold could be at Erv50 GeV, corresponding to WrvlO GeV.
To conclude the summary, we emphasize that measurements of !J/·" / E and (!Jpp./!JP)•·• as functions of E, accurate enough to be able to find out or rule out their net increase due to opening of new channel (s), are particularly desirable. Now we discuss some points relevant to our model. Firstly, let us see if our phenomenological weak interaction model can be formulated on the basis of an SU(2) X U(l) gauge model. The simplest way to get the GIM current is to assign (uk, dk in which a left-handed color-octet current coexists with the GIJVI current. The color-octet current obtained in this way is, however, flavor-changing . We must therefore conclude that the color-changing current (5) with c _'f'=O is not in accord with a gauge model approach. Although this may be a defect of our weak interaction model, we have preferred to work with it, because it is simple and yet it possesses, as far as predictions for inclusive reactions are concerned, essential features common to most of color models.
In order to discriminate different color models, and to distinguish color signals from charm signals in a more definite way, exclusive neutrino experiments are requirecl.* 1 For example, for eli-muon processes, our color-changing current will lead to the effective selection rule LIY = 0. \"Then supplemented by the mesostrong interaction that was proposed before,n. ** 1 the selection rule becomes LIY = 0 and ± 1, which is identical to the case via the GIM current. Tn the most general color model, one would have LIY,~~ 0, ± 1 and ± 2."' It is hoped that these diverse :
;election rules will be tested in future experiments.
Finally, if a new flavor beyond charm exists, 111 its role in inclusive neutrino scattering would be similar to that of color; it would appear as a new channel leading to single-and eli-muon processes. Discrimination of signals clue to colorexcitation from those due to nevv-fla vor production requires a further stuclr. the GGM collaboration, 131 the HPWF collaboration 141 ' 191 and the CDHS collaboration.Jal, 20J The quantities listed in Table V should be independent of the incident (anti-) neutrino energy E in scaling regions. In case two or more channels with different thresholds contribute, some quantities will show an increase with energies in the transition regions. energy dependence. data for (0',,/0'")'·' Limited experimental conditions would also cause an apparent
The HPWF data for (!I'/!I')", <Y)/'' and B/·' and the CDHS do show significant energy dependence, for which we can only indicate their general trend.
